Beauté Meeting is dedicated to trade professionals to source for latest beauty products & technologies while exploring new business opportunities with beauty brands from around the world.

**STEP 1**
Browse through featured products by our exhibitors.

**STEP 2**
Fill up this form and select desired company, date and time.

**STEP 3**
Our designated team will contact you to confirm your appointment.

**STEP 4**
Attend Cosmobeauté Vietnam 2018 and meet your selected exhibitors!
CHINA

**GUANGZHOU BONAMI COSMETICS CO LTD**

http://oujinpeng.51sole.com/companyabout.htm/

In Search For All Trade Visitors in Vietnam

**PEARL CREAM**

---

**GUANGZHOU FAIRY BEAUTY BIOTECH CO LTD**

www.fairybeautybiotech.com

In search for all trade visitors from indochina.

All skin care products like face cream, serum, mask, toner, body lotion with all kinds functions and basic makeups like bb cream, foundation, lipstick

---

**SHENZHEN QIANZIMEI COSMETICS CO LTD**

www.lanbena.com

In Search For Distributors & Importers from Vietnam.

We are an original manufacturer of LANBENA, professional in skin care products, such as ampoule serum, face cream, eye serum, scar acne removal product etc. To be a beautiful woman.

---

**TIANJIN WEIYIN TRADING CO LTD**

www.bblanc.com

In Search For All Trade Visitors from Vietnam and Indochina

B.BLANC products adapt latest BIO-technology and licensed patent ingredients. Develop products based on the results of clinical trials. We value consumer experience and quality. Provide consumers with a more enjoyable choice.
COSMETEX ROLAND
コスメテックスローランド株式会社

COSMETEX ROLAND CO LTD
www.c-roland.co.jp

In Search For Wholesalers and Manufacturers from Japan

A cosmetics manufacturer with 4 factories located in the area of Narita, Japan. We produce totally 30 million items per year. The best manufacturer of making Horse oil products.

PURASESU
PHEROMONE BODY

PURASESU PHARMACEUTICAL CO LTD
www.purasesu.co.jp

In Search For Wholesalers & Distributors in Vietnam

We have been creating hit products for on-line and store market for 25 years. Total sales of Our MELTY BERRY which is the blackhead care product series reached 500 thousand pieces! Our products always captured users’ hearts and sell repeatedly. We also support clients by fancy packages and promotional materials.
In Search For Wholesalers, Distributors from Indochina.

A. by BOM believes in the power of nature. A. by BOM Cosmetics aims for the skin care that interacts with nature like a fresh garden and gives the pleasure of taking care of the skin.

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centres, Wholesalers, Distributors, Importers from Vietnam.

Injectable cosmeceuticals for treating common skin trouble: pigmentation, fine lines, dryness, and all the signs of aging. BR Compound and our technology rejuvenate your skin and fight against aging process.

In Search For All trade visitors from Vietnam.

The black ginseng with increased content of Ginsenoside Rg3, Rk1 - The Amazing Hp - Black GinsengTM. We use “The amazing HP-Black GinsengTM” the energy starter that provides energy deep inside the skin and adds powerful vitality to our products.

In Search For Wholesalers and Distributors from Vietnam.

A highly concentrated ampoule born from ELDAS’s 27 years of research know-how, you will be born as a healthy and energetic skin.
BLANCHET
HANMI INTERNATIONAL CORP
www.blanchet.kr

In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam and Indochina.

BLANCHET offers the most trustworthy solution to maximize beauty of nature and seeks ways to add value to you and your everyday life.

DEWYTREE CO LTD
www.dewytree.com

DEWYTREE, a nature nutritional cosmetics brand, constantly strives to achieve our mission of creating the finest products based on natural ingredients and advanced manufacturing techniques.

DR. ALTHEA
http://doctoralthea.co.kr/

Dr. Althea started out from the dream of being a brand which provides an extremely professional and effective product made of powerful natural ingredients, yet trendy with a beautiful design.

DTSMG CO LTD
www.mesosys.info

MESOSYS provides a systemized treatment program which focuses on home Microneedling, based on the experience and know-how from our professional Microneedling treatment system GENOSYS, which is available in more than 50 countries worldwide.

DR. MAISON
www.drmaison.kr

In order to solve the various skin concerns of numerous consumers, Dr. Maison has focused on Peptide, which is responsible for the basic health of our skin. Dr. Maison peptide products help make turn sensitive skin into healthy skin.

CELLUNA – We believe that everyone owns a brilliant color in themselves. Pursue that beautiful life you wish for in your own style
Allut.D – The philosophy of our brands is making you more beautiful than yesterday and used for the beauty of the moment
Glamful – Lip Color, Eye Color, Face Color and Your Life Color

DOOSUN COSMETICS INC
doosun cosmetics@naver.com

In Search For Wholesalers and Distributors from Vietnam.

DEWYTREE CO LTD
www.dewytree.com

In Search For Pharmacy & Chain Stores and Distributors from Indochina.
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KOREA PAVILION
HANS PHARMA CO LTD
www.hanspharma.co.kr
In Search For Aesthetic & Wellness Centres and Distributors from Vietnam
Specialized formulations for beautiful and healthy skin based on cutting edge platform technology.

HAYEJIN
https://en.hayejincosmetics.com/
In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam
HAYEJIN creates nature-infused cosmetics with the belief that the natural vitality contained within provides both protection and beauty through harmony and balance.

HWAJIN BIO COSMETICS CO LTD
WWW.IHWAJIN.COM
In Search For All Trade Visitors from Vietnam
Peel off masks for modern people living in busy everyday life!
Various plant extracts help to manage pores and skin healthily and firmly.
Experience the charm of seven color rainbows!

J2K BIO CO LTD
j2kbio@j2kbio.com
In Search For Wholesalers and Distributors from Vietnam
Skin care products for all types of skin
Innovative active ingredients for cosmetics
Facial wash with Stabilized Rice Bran Enzyme

KEI.H CO LTD
www.skinature.co.kr
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Wholesalers, Pharmacy & Chain Stores and Distributors from Vietnam.
24K Goldzan Ampoule - A intensive ampoule with 24K gold and 7 peptides for homecare give skin vigor and vitality.

LABOCELL CO LTD
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Distributors from Vietnam.
GD11, a bio derma cosmeceutical brand utilizing biotechnology to deliver healthy beauty represents cosmetics which comprises cord blood stem cell conditioned media facilitating skin revitalization and anti-aging.
**NACIFIC**

Natural Pacific

In Search For Distributors, Importers from Indochina.

**FRESH HERB ORIGIN SERUM**

providing effective anti-aging with its patented antioxidation component (SEPICALM) and assisting in balancing water and oil in two phases.

**NS RETAIL CO LTD**

overseas@petitfee.com

In Search For Wholesalers & Distributors from Indochina.

NS Retail Co., Ltd is a manufacturer that specializes in cosmetics for simple skin care at home for rest. Our major products are Hydro Gel Mask Pack & Eye Patch, Body care products, and Lip oil which you can care your skin easily at home.

**PAVIST CO LTD**

www.pavist.com

In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam.

Pavist is a manufacturer of Polydioxanone lifting suture and devices for collagen induction therapy.

**PLANT BASE**

http://the-plantbase.com/

In Search For All Trade Visitors from Vietnam.

“More than 70% Plant extract instead of using Refined water” - The Purity of Nature -

Natural plants contain plenty of effective ingredients for human skin

We prepared a mysterious gift from Mother Nature in one bottle.

**ROOAS**

en.rooas.com

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centres, Wholesalers, Pharmacy & Chain Stores, Beauty Schools, Bridal Studios, Distributors, Importers, Department Stores, Hoteliers and Make-up Studios from Vietnam and Indochina,

2 types of ‘Royalfit patches’ that create beautiful and slim facial line.

The ‘V-zone patch’ makes the chin of the V-line with the slimming Ingredient and the face-lifting-band. ‘Smile&Tzone Patch’ is helpful to making a volume on forehead, crow’s feet and laugh line eyezone, take care of brighten and elastic skin.

**SBMED INC**

www.sbmmed.kr

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Aesthetic & Wellness Centres from Vietnam.

This is the world’s first of wireless foot switches and wireless multi applicator.

This can be done with one of our products, including fillers, HA Anti-Aging and mesotherapy. (ex : Filler, BOTOX, PRP, VITAMIN, etc.)
**KOREA**

**SOOHO GLOBAL (KOREA)**
www.myspaklean.com

In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam.

A 100% hydrolyzed fish collagen, powder type, as Add-On Treatment for Hair and Skin. Simply mix it to any skin care and hair care products that you currently use.

---

**THREEDAYSLOVE CO LTD**
www.3dayslove.kr

In Search For All trade visitors from Vietnam.

Threedayslove Co., Ltd. is the professional cosmeceutical company which uses so-called new material “Bio Micro Needle” and Peptide.

---

**WANNABE COSMETIC CO LTD**
www.wannabecosmetic.co.kr

In Search For Wholesalers and Distributors from Indochina

WANNABE COSMETIC has set itself to offer the best cosmetics to all in the world through our own brand “ORJENA”.

---

**MESOSYSTEM S.A**
www.mesosystem.com

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centers, Wholesalers, Manufacturers, Beauty Schools, Bridal Studios, Hair & Nail Salons, Distributors, Importers, Department Stores, Hoteliers, Fitness Centers and Make-up Studios from Indochina.

Medical Cosmetics - We are about You. Mesosystem is about making the world happier and prettier! Our product range is from daily care to mesotherapy as well as peeling and devices.

---

**PORTUGAL**

**THE WIN & WIN CO LTD**
www.wnwbn.com

In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam.

ABRASKIN MEDIMASK
Composed of rare earth and medical magnet in silicon, Keep using 30 to 40 minutes in the morning and evening. Acts on the layer of the skin’s skin and changes cells. Anti- wrinkles, whitening, preventing aging, skin regeneration and collagen formation. Better to use it with a mask sheet, a snail cream, and eye patch. We are specialized in Cosmetics and Beauty devices as our brand & OEM for you.

---

**WANNABE COSMETIC CO LTD**
www.wannabecosmetic.co.kr

In Search For Wholesalers and Distributors from Indochina

WANNABE COSMETIC has set itself to offer the best cosmetics to all in the world through our own brand “ORJENA”.

---

**MESOSYSTEM S.A**
www.mesosystem.com

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centers, Wholesalers, Manufacturers, Beauty Schools, Bridal Studios, Hair & Nail Salons, Distributors, Importers, Department Stores, Hoteliers, Fitness Centers and Make-up Studios from Indochina.

Medical Cosmetics - We are about You. Mesosystem is about making the world happier and prettier! Our product range is from daily care to mesotherapy as well as peeling and devices.
In search for Beauty Salon & SPA owner, Aesthetic & Wellness centres from Vietnam.

MT Metatron is a proven skincare brand, Make in Japan. Offers 5 series of Care Line Products. They are Lifting, Whitening, Acne & Pores, Sensitive Skin and Stem Care.

In search for Distributors from Vietnam and Indochina

NON-CHEMICAL, 100% NATURAL

Instawhite
Instant Whitening Lotion, contains Korean peaches & organic rice bran oil. Made in USA.

SprayAway
1,000 years old of secret recipe spray away period pain. Made in Germany.

Femiwhite
Organic Female Whitening Intimate Cleanser, suitable for all skin types. Made in Germany.

KJI PHARMACO USA
www.kjipharmaco.com
In search for Distributors from Vietnam and Indochina

RE’MELN SKIN
KRYS T L

RE’MELN SKIN (M) SDN BHD
remelnskin@gmail.com
In Search For Wholesalers & Distributors.

Re’Meln Skin owned 3 different kind of skincare products, which is KRYS TL Hydrating Premium Silk Mask, Ultra Lifting Premium Silk Mask, Multi-Action Treatment Essence.

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Distributors from Vietnam.

ePure Membranous Jelly Masque
Developed by the renowed Dr.Yulong Moy from USA. This unique mask retains 70% more moisture than other paper mask, and its INSTANTLY brighten up your skin 1 tone fairer.

ePure Nude Perfecting Essence
A multi-tasking, weightless and breathable second skin effect essence with Broadspectrum SPF30 provides you “instant Flawless Skin Without Makeup”!

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Aesthetic & Wellness Centres from Vietnam.

Aesthetics Marketing distributes beauty equipments and professional treatment solution Genosys product. It’s an unique and powerful cosmetics solution which targets and resolves each skin problems. Increasing collagen, wrinkle reduction, control spot pigmentation and excessive oil from skin

In search for Beauty Salon & SPA owner, Aesthetic & Wellness centres from Vietnam.

MT Metatron is a proven skincare brand, Make in Japan. Offers 5 series of Care Line Products. They are Lifting, Whitening, Acne & Pores, Sensitive Skin and Stem Care.

SWISELLE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
www.epureskin.com
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Distributors from Vietnam.

AESTHETICS MARKETING ASIA VIETNAM COMPANY LIMITED
www.aesthetics.com.vn
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Aesthetic & Wellness Centres from Vietnam

UNICHEM SYNERGY PTE LTD
usinfo@unichemsynergy.com
In search for Beauty Salon & SPA owner, Aesthetic & Wellness centres from Vietnam.

MT Metatron is a proven skincare brand, Make in Japan. Offers 5 series of Care Line Products. They are Lifting, Whitening, Acne & Pores, Sensitive Skin and Stem Care.
AMMON INTERNATIONAL INC
http://www.ipretty-amelia.com
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Wholesalers from Vietnam.
A gentle daily mask with powerful whitening formula visibly improves fine lines, stubborn discoloration, hydrates skin, and balances oil, revealing a uplifted, brighter, smoother, and more even-toned complexion.

ARWIN BIO-TECH (TAIWAN) CO LTD
www.arwin.com
In Search For Distributors & Wholesalers from Vietnam.
Damascena Rose Whitening Cleansing Mousse is recommended by many beauty programs. Nourishes skin with effects of deep-cleansing, makeup removing; creates lasting moisturization and anti-fatigue. Skin feels soft, comfortable and healthy.

ASDER ELECTRONIC CO LTD
freya@jdm-cosmetics.com
In Search For All Trade Visitors from Vietnam.
Cluna- Crescent luna, a new skin care idea starts. The main design idea is to follow different periods of women and meet different requirements. We select best worldwide materials, use medical grade devices and follow ISO22716 strictly.
- no parabens
- no allergy
- no comedogenic
- We use over 90% natural materials
- We have our own cosmetic factory in China and R & D center in Taiwan.
- We use medical grade pure water system to make sure the best quality of products.

BIFINITY BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD
https://www.ddcosme.com/en
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Distributors from Vietnam.
transmission technology to enhance skin’s absorption and function, thereby rapidly and effectively improving skin issues.

CAI EN INTERNATIONAL LTD
http://antt.com.tw/
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners & Distributors from Vietnam.
Hydrates and comforts skin while fighting breakouts. Oil-controlling and oil-absorbing ingredients help prevent oil build-up on skin’s surface that can lead to clogged pores so that skin looks fresh, not oily or shiny.

COSGENE INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
www.cosgene.com
www.serlando.com
In Search For All Trade visitors from Indochina.
Cosgene- Professional biotech skin care from the United States. Listed in Taiwan over 30 years. Products make extensive use of patents Nanospheres, to bring the activity of nanometer-sized active ingredients, rapid wear through the skin, long deep releasing, and its maintenance of the traditional formula of 3.5 times, so that the maintenance of the effect reach the highest realm of unprecedented.
Taiwan

**EMMA1997 CO LTD**
www.emma1997.com

*In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam.*

Pearl Brightening Body Cream: Carefully selected multiple whitening ingredient, also joined the pearl powder, suitable for Asian skin.

**ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL HQ CO LTD**
www.enryl.com

*In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Wholesalers, Pharmacy & Chain Stores, Distributors, Importers & Fitness Centres from Vietnam.*

We are the maker of Enryl ® famous with products related to sub health. Our products sold in Taiwan, China, Hong Kong and some other countries in the beauty salon, SPA, drug store and GP clinics. We have Probiotics, Liquid Enzymes, Nutrition supplements, Chinese Herbal Essential oils, Essential oils and Facial masks.

**GRAND GRACE GLOBAL COMPANY LIMITED**
www.tianen.com.tw

*In Search For all trade visitors from Vietnam*

Grand Grace Int’l Co., Ltd is a trading company engaged in cosmetics, skin care and commodity products in Taiwan. Our company was established in 2012, has a long-term friendly business relationship with many famous enterprises in China. Our products mainly import from Japan, America and Europe, are high-quality and popular. Honesty, equity and customer’ satisfaction is our company promise to our customers. Let’s hand in hand a better future.

**HONG RI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO LTD**
www.andrea-paris.com

*In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Pharmacy & Chain Stores from Vietnam*

With unique formula and natural ingredients, our products are designed for all skin types, including oily, dry, aging, and sensitive skin. Our quality products make your skin healthy and radiant.

**JOLA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD**
vn.ttmask.com

*In Search For all Trade Visitors from Vietnam*

Sunflower sprout extract can protect skin against photo-aging and enhances the skin’s defensive capacity. Infused with arbutin to improve skin dullness, this bio cellulose mask helps active ingredients to penetrate deep into the skin, leaving skin healthy and radiant.

**KUND-IN BIOCONSMETIC CO LTD**
http://www.kund-in.com/

*In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Distributors from Vietnam.*

KUND-IN Biocosmetic constantly researching and developing the latest anti-aging biotechnological skincare products based on the professional salon brand, producing products featuring ideal skincare effects without safety concerns for all types of skins.
Merieque are skin care products from Japan which are recommended by many beauty professionals due to its effective and visible skin improvement.

Lena International are skin care products from Japan which are recommended by many beauty professionals due to its effective and visible skin improvement.

Li-Hmin Technology offer skin care products and ampoule series consisting of plant extracts and organic essential oils certified by the Soil Association of England. No use fragrances, artificial flavors or colors, mineral oils, alcohol and synthetic additives for all skin type, especially sensitive and damaged skin. Skin care products are used for educational centers and beauty salons in Taiwan, Japan and China.

Lin Family Biotechnology offer skin care products and ampoule series. The multi-national patent, Nanotechnology Medical Beauty cosmetic-specific anti-inflammatory repair products. The effective immediate for Use about 20 min’s. Easy to use, simple and quick. Immediately eliminate red, swollen, pain.

Ouny International offer a series of natural products. We focus on the development and production of cosmetics for more than 15 years. Our products include cream, lotion, and soon we will achieve high reputation from satisfied customers with good quality, competitive price and the best service. Our product is ISO 22716 and GMP approved.

Pin Siang Biotechnology has professional skin care series that helps to brighten your skin gently and protect from UV damage in daytime. Repairing sagging skin and damaged skin rapidly with providing superior regeneration factors in nighttime. Offering your long-lasting moisturizing essence all day long.
SOLID HOUSE CO LTD
www.sonaturalsn.com

In Search For Distributors and Importers.

Inspired by everyday unsafe food, toxic daily supplies. The chairman Jabbar Lin really looked into what children needs and developed product of ultra-sensitive skin, Jabbar Lin established SO NATURAL So Baby-Perfect Mommy in 2016. As the independent chain brand from SO NATURAL; focus on maternal and child product. Working and researching with professionals who specialized in natural skin care each exclusive formula is developed to protect delicate and sensitive skin.

SUNPRETTY BIOTECHNOLOGY CORP
www.spretty.com.tw

In Search For Distributor from Vietnam.

Sunpretty Biotechnology over the years has been dedicated to the research and development of skin care products. Sunpretty is a professional GMP Manufacturer. Sunpretty offers OEM service for customer design. The quality policy is to ensure the high quality, in accordance with the legal, product safety, and meet customer needs. We welcome you to experience our products and visit the factory sincerely.

TAIWAN AC SCIENTIFIC INC
https://www.acscientific.com.tw/

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Beauty Schools and Importers from Vietnam

Egg Shell Revital & Lifting Veil MasCream, Strong and firming experience.

WINEX INTERNATIONAL LLC TAIWAN BRANCH (USA)
http://www.winexderma.com/winex/

In Search For All Trade Visitors.

a. Choose 100% natual fiber, SILKARA and Binchotan Black Mask to make professional mask with great performance
b. After surgery repair series
c. Botanical extract series

WINEX DERMA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
http://www.vivispa.com.tw

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners & Wholesalers.

3-Day Intensive Radiance Brighten Kit. Boost hydration to the glowing skin in 3 days.

USA imported products, focusing on the different skin types and concerns for Asian customers.

YANGKI CORP

In Search For Distributors and Importers from Vietnam.

YANGKI is a professional cosmetics and packaging company in Taiwan, your one-stop source for natural skin care products. Look for agent of our brand iLoVeggie.
**Vietnam**

**Beautiful Life Import and Export Company Limited – Ipretty**

*Ipretty.vn*

In Search For Wholesalers & Distributors from Vietnam.

Distribution the products including cosmetics and machines for beauty salon, clinic, spa with the origin from Korea, Spain.

**Beauty Life**

*beautylife@beautylife.com.vn*

In Search For All Trade Visitors in Indochina

Natural Korean Skincare and everyday hygiene

Cleansing water, Mist, Toner, Essence, Serum, Cream, Toothpaste, Shampoo.

**Beryl Spa & Wellness Limited Company**

*dbibimilano.com.vn*

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owner, Aesthetic & Wellness Centres, Resorts, Wholesalers, Distributors and Department Stores from Vietnam.

Dibi Milano – The premium beauty brand from the Alfaparl Group – Italy, providing more than 150 products in 30 skincare treatments. Dibi is the beauty solution where technological innovation, scientific research and experience come together to guarantee maximum personal effectiveness.

**Bigroup Vietnam**

*info@biovietnam.com*

In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centres, Wholesalers, Pharmacy & Chain Stores, Beauty Schools, Distributors, Importers and Fitness Centres in Vietnam

Cold Compress repairing series, anti-aging and moisturizing series, Macula-removing series, oil-control acne series, anti-aging series, infant and children series, high-end set series, allergy healing series.

**Branch of Intercare Vietnam Company Limited - Da Nang**

*https://www.facebook.com/CanaCosmeticsKorea/

In Search For Distributors & Wholesalers from Vietnam.

“CANA MY SKIN SOLUTION MASK – 5 types for different skin concerns with 100% Korean-imported EWG green grade skin safe ingredients”.

**Cong Ty Co Phan My Pham Hani**

*sue@hanivietnam.com.vn*

In search for Wholesalers & Distributors from Vietnam

Dual functional cosmetics for whitening and wrinkle improvement.

It helps to enhance skin barrier and helps to manage soft skin elastic and whitening.
RTED
CÔNG TY CỐ PHẦN QUỐC TẾ HDK VIỆT NAM
http://www.sutures.com
In Search For All Trade Visitors in Vietnam.
Beauty Needles, Lifting threads, Medical Suture with Needle, Cassette Sutures, Orthopedic Casting Tape, Polymer Splint, Elastic Bandage

KS GLOBAL CO LTD
kocomeivn@gmail.com
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners & Wholesalers from Vietnam.
More than 17 cosmetic brands with over 500 different products ranging from skin care to makeup. Genuine products with guaranteed quality, suitable for Vietnamese skin with reasonable price for Vietnam market.

HANSUNG E VIETNAM CO LTD
Hongdao662095@gmail.com
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners & Wholesalers from Vietnam.
Cosmetics brand with over 500 different products ranging from skin care to makeup. Genuine products with guaranteed quality, suitable for Vietnamese skin with reasonable price for Vietnam market.

LONDON SALES VIETNAM
www.blackpearl.com.vn
In search for All Trade Visitors from Vietnam
Black Pearl Cosmetics product from the “dead sea” in Israel. Our products are full of minerals and vitamins from the unique climet in the dead sea (the lowest place on earth). Our Brand is a luxury, high class with the best formulas and technologies.

GODO CORPORATION
www.physiodermie.vn
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Aesthetic & Wellness Centres in Vietnam.

HEALTH BEAUTY CO LTD
www.healthbeauty.com
In Search For Wholesalers, Manufacturers, Beauty Schools, Bridal Studios, Hair & Nail Salons, Distributors, Importers, Department Stores, Hoteliers & Fitness Make-up Studios from Indochina
HEALTH BEAUTY has well established the supply channels with Japanese GMP or ISO contract manufacturers to provide health food supplements and cosmetics based on customer requirements (OEM business) in VIETNAM.
MSC (ME SELF CONFIDENCE CHARM )
Msc.her.vn
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners and Manufacturers

REGEN BIOTECH INC
Raytal88@gmail.com
In Search For Distributors from Vietnam
AestheFill®️ is a long-lasting neocollagenesis filler to restore volume in facial areas, approved by the KFDA. This product is used to improve facial wrinkles and folds of adults by being injected into the subcutaneous layer of facial skin.

SHANG YANG INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
https://www.86shop.com.vn
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners, Pharmacy & Chain Stores, Beauty Schools and Distributors from Vietnam.
Double Doctor, Anriea, Momus, 86shop

THESERA
STARS INNOVATION CO LTD
www.mrino.com.vn
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owner from Vietnam
THESERA L- Instant lifting treatment with natural melting thread:
With MR Innovation’s own technology called TDN, active ingredients and 99% natural melting thread penetrate into skin without needles. 5 systematic program of THESERA L gives instant effect of lifting and minimizing wrinkles.

YONG LI TRADING CO LTD
www.chlitina.com
In Search For Beauty Salon & Spa Owners & Wholesalers from Vietnam.
FAMOUS SKIN CARE COSMETICS FROM TAIWAN
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Date of Availability

- 18 April 2019
- 19 April 2019
- 20 April 2019

## Preferred Time

- 9.00am
- 9.30am
- 10.00am
- 10.30am
- 11.00am
- 11.30am
- 12.00pm
- 12.30pm
- 1.00pm
- 1.30pm
- 2.00pm
- 2.30pm
- 3.00pm
- 3.30pm
- 4.00pm

## I am interested to meet: (you may tick more than one)

### China
- GUANGZHOU FAIRY BEAUTY BIOTECH CO LTD
- GUANGZHOU BONAMI COSMETICS CO LTD
- SHENZHEN QIANZIMEI COSMETICS CO LTD
- TIANJIN WEIYIN TRADING CO LTD

### Japan
- COSMETEX ROLAND CO LTD
- PURASESU PHARMACEUTICAL CO LTD

### Korea
- ABYBOMGLOBAL CO LTD
- BNC KOREA INC
- BOUNCELL KOREA
- BR PHARM CO LTD
- CHEONJIHYUNHWANG CO LTD
- CNKCOS CO LTD
- DEWYTREE CO LTD
- DOOSUN COSMETICS INC
- DR. ALTHEA
- DR. MAISON
- DTSMG CO LTD
- HANMI INTERNATIONAL CORP
- HANS PHARMA CO LTD
- HAYEJIN
- HWAJIN BIO COSMETICS CO LTD
- J2K BIO CO LTD
- KEL.H CO LTD
- LABOCELL CO LTD
- NACIFIC
- NS RETAIL CO LTD
- PAVIST CO LTD
- PLANT BASE
- ROOAS
- SB MED INC
- SOOHO GLOBAL KOREA
- THE WIN & WIN CO LTD
- THREEDAYSLOVE CO LTD
- WANNABE COSMETIC CO LTD

---

Please complete this form and send to:
Mr Ken Chot | Ken.chot@ubm.com | 0125108611

cosmobeauté Vietnam 2019
I am interested to meet: (you may tick more than one)

Malaysia
- KJI & CO SDN BHD
- REMELN SKIN (M) SDN BHD
- SWISELLE INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD

Portugal
- MESOSYSTEM S.A

Singapore
- AESTHETICS MARKETING ASIA PTE LTD
- UNICHEM SYNERGY PTE LTD

Taiwan
- AMMON INTERNATIONAL INC
- ARWIN BIO-TECH (TAIWAN) CO LTD
- ASDER ELECTRONIC CO LTD
- BIFINITY BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD
- CAI EN INTERNATIONAL LTD
- COSGENE INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- EMMA 1997 CO LTD
- ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL HQ CO LTD
- GRAND GRACE GLOBAL COMPANY LIMITED
- HONG RI INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMPANY LIMITED
- JOLA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- KUND-IN BIOCOSMETIC CO LTD
- KUROKAWA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- LENA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- LIH-MIN TECHNOLOGY CORP
- LIN FAMILY BIOTECH CO LTD
- OUNY INTERNATIONAL CO LTD

Taiwan
- PIN SIANG BIOTECHNOLOGY CO LTD
- SOLID HOUSE CO LTD
- SUNPRETTY BIOTECHNOLOGY CORP
- TAIWAN AC SCIENTIFIC INC
- WINEX DERMA INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- WINEX INTERNATIONAL LLC TAIWAN BRANCH (USA)
- YANGKI CORPORATION

Vietnam
- BEAUTIFUL LIFE IMPORT AND EXPORT COMPANY LIMITED
- BEAUTY LIFE
- BERYL SPA AND WELLNESS LIMITED COMPANY
- BIOGROUP VIETNAM
- BRANCH OF INTERCARE VIET NAM COMPANY LIMITED - DA NANG
- CONG TY CO PHAN MY PHAM HANI
- CÔNG TY CÔ PHẦN QUỐC TẾ HDK VIỆT NAM
- GODO CORPORATION
- HANSUNG E VIETNAM CO LTD
- HEALTH BEAUTY CO LTD
- KS GLOBAL CO LTD
- LONDON SALES VIETNAM
- MSC (ME SELF CONFIDENCE CHARM )
- REGEN BIOTECH INC
- SHANG YANG INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
- STARS INNOVATION CO LTD
- YONG LI TRADING CO LTD

Please complete this form and send to:
Mr Ken Chot | Ken.chot@ubm.com | 0125108611